The Ignatian Service Immersion Scholarship Fund is designed to assist students who are experiencing an excessive financial burden, above and beyond the anticipated financial burden of higher education. A limited number of scholarships are available to students who otherwise would be unable to participate in ISI without financial support. In most cases, students will be expected to raise at least a portion of the funds required by their trip. Please note (below) the amount of funds you are requesting that would make an ISI trip possible for you. After receiving your application, Ministry will reach-out to meet with scholarship applicants individually.

Please describe the circumstances which have led you to apply for financial assistance for ISI:

Name: __________________________________________________

I am considering (circle all that apply): 1 week trip(s) 2 week trip(s) 4-5 week extended

OR

Trip (if already assigned): ________________________________

Amount you are requesting through the scholarship fund: _____________